This article presents a brief note on the evolution of steering mechanisms and more emphasized on articulated steering system of the load haul dump machine. In this respect, pictorial representation of the evolution of steering mechanisms for on-road and articulated steering mechanisms of the load haul dump machine is made from the available literature. Critical review on basic elements required for the complete automation of the load haul dump vehicle steering system is presented. Different types of controllers for path tracking error minimization of the scale-modeled or simulated model of the load haul dump steering system are tabulated. Few case studies stimulating the complete automation of the load haul dump steering system employed on the field are also discussed. Challenges and some research gaps in making fully automated steering system of the load haul dump machine are identified in this review article. At the end, based on the critical review, some novel methods for making the fully automated steering system of the load haul dump machine is provided, which is the potential future work for the design and development of feasible automatic steering system.
Introduction
Mining industries measure the productivity of mines as the amount of actual ore being mined. 1 Actual ore being mined depends majorly on four important factors, that is, cycle of operations, man power deployment, machine efficient operation and material handling management. 2 In order to improve the underground mine production, trackless loading concept was first introduced in underground mine with the help of manual operated load haul dump (LHD) machine. With the introduction of LHD machine, the production rate of underground mines has been improved. But there are certain limitations with the manual operated LHD machine such as the machine operates during shift hours only, cessation of the vehicle in postblasting environment, heavy vibration exposure to the operator and operator's health is at risk.
The aforementioned factors affect the working hours and duty cycle of the LHD machine, thus leading to inefficient machine operation. Therefore, the need to increase the underground mine productivity, efficient operation of the machine and the demanding safetyissues can only be catered by enhancing the level of mechanization and automation of the LHD machine. 3 An attempt to make an automatic LHD machine is started in early 90s. 4 The automation of LHD machine since its evolution in stages is explained in Figure 1 .
First step toward automation is the line of sight (LoS) remote control. In this, only loading of the ore is performed with the help of radio remote control and other operations, that is, hauling and dumping are performed manually. This method prevents the operator exposure risk of entering near to the blasted areas and as level of automation is low, high end communication devices are not required. The disadvantage with this automation level is its lesser bucket filling capacity as compared to that of the manual-operated LHD machine. Also, such machine takes more time while switching over from manual mode to remote mode of operation. 5 To overcome this, the tele-remote-operated LHD machine has been evolved. LHD machine are fully controlled by the operator sitting at the surface control room. In this, operating assistance arrangement was introduced (on the bucket) while scooping to improve the bucket filling capacity of the automated LHD. The detailed pros and cons with the semiautomated LHD machine and its implementation in different mines is explained by Larsson et al. 6 To reduce the human involvement, automatic loading and navigation algorithms were developed and employed on the LHD machine which will be discussed in later sections.
Thus, fully automated LHD machine should be capable to perform tasks like localization, path planning, path tracking, automatic steering in confined spaces, pile detection, autonomous loading, obstacle avoidance and dumping the ore pile near to the dumpsite. Hence, complete automation of an LHD machine is quite a complicated task and is current trending topic under research.
In this respect, section ''Introduction to steering systems'' describes about the brief introduction of on-road steering mechanisms, importance of off-road steering and emphasizing more on developments in articulated steering mechanism which is the present topic of discussion. Section ''Development stages for automatic steering system of the LHD machine'' includes the basic cycle for development of any autonomous vehicle and provides detailed review on key elements required for making the automatic steering system of the LHD machine with respect to instrumentation and operation from the available literature. The case studies regarding automation of LHD steering system are explained in section ''Case studies on automation of steering system
Introduction to steering systems
For every moving object in this universe, proper guidance of its motion is necessary. Every machinery is guided by the steering system incorporated in its physical system. Steering system in automobile comprises steering wheel, steering gear and other linkages which facilitate the desired motion of the vehicle. The critical components of steering system are depicted in Figure 2 .
Development of steering mechanism was started with Ackermann's steering geometry 7 in 1818. The motive of Ackermann steering geometry is to avoid sideways slip-off the tires while following a curved path. Thereafter, the evolution of steering system became significant over the years since its inception. Many eminent scientists and manufacturers came up with innovative models and designs to meet the customer requirements. The evolution of different types of steering systems in on-road and off-road applications took significant approach with increasing demand, which is described in subsequent sub-sections.
Introduction to on-road automobile steering systems
By the end of the 19th century, mechanical steering system based on earlier steering mechanisms like the turntable steering, the fork steering and the axle pivot steering were replaced by the conventional mechanical steering gears. M/S Benz Company Pvt. Ltd introduced the first rack and pinion steering gear mechanism in 1885. Thereafter, other mechanical steering mechanisms like a worm and wheel steering gear, drive shaft steering, cam and roller steering mechanism were evolved. The reasons for evolution of different types of mechanical steering gears were friction aspects, wear, steering ratio, adjustability and their efficiency. Considering these factors, recirculating ball type steering system was developed in 1923. However, it exhibits different steering torque while undergoing a sharp turn. In order to provide higher steering torque and to improve the steering response, power steering system (PSS) was introduced. 8 Brief description on the evolution of steering systems with commonly used steering mechanisms in on-road is depicted in Figure 3 .
In 1938, Francis W. Davis developed the first physical hydraulic power steering (HPS) system and Cadillac was the first manufacturer of HPS system used in onroad mobile vehicles. The HPS system basically uses the pressurized hydraulic fluid to reduce the steering effort and thus facilitates smoother operation. Later on, varieties of HPS systems emerged with different steering mechanisms. However, HPS system is clunky and consumes more power because of its continuous operation. Hence, application of HPS system is restricted mainly to heavy-duty off-road vehicles used in mining and construction fields.
In the early 90s, with the aid of mechatronics technology, electro-hydraulic power steering (EHPS) and electric power steering (EPS) systems were introduced to overcome the drawbacks of the HPS system. Many energy efficient models of EHPS systems were proposed to optimize the flow through rotary valve, its responses and the wider steering assistance range. 9, 10 In EPS system, computer-controlled electric motor is directly coupled to the steering column to provide additional steering assistance using sensor technology. Thus, it reduces steering effort at the driver end. EPS system is comparatively simple and energy efficient. Because of these advantages, steering technology deployed in lighter vehicles is now moving away from HPS system and tending toward EPS systems. 11 Furthermore, incorporation of technologies in steering system leads to better advantages. Active front steering (AFS) system 12 and steer-by-wire (SBW) type steering system 13 are examples of such technologies. SBW type steering system is the recent innovation in the steering mechanism. Also, several research works are ongoing, which aim to obtain better control and comparatively more energy efficiency.
EPS system is costlier than conventional EHPS system and is not suitable for heavy-duty (off-road) vehicles due to its wider range of steering effort demand. In order to get higher steering torque, wider range of steering effort and better efficiency for heavy-duty vehicles like LHD machine, hydrostatic steering system (HSS) was developed. From the detailed literature survey on the steering system of different mobile equipment, it is observed that no survey is available on the steering system of the mobile machineries, especially the LHD machine.
This article is mainly focused on review of the steering system of the LHD machine, an off-road vehicle. The type of steering system employed, different steering mechanisms, the challenges and research gaps for their automation, and the possible methods of developing the automatic steering system for LHD machine have also been discussed in detail, which is the novelty of this work. Also, the feasibility and the limitations of the proposed steering system with respect to the available literatures are described.
Introduction to articulated steering system LHD machine is a four-wheeled trackless loading underground mining equipment consisting of two body sections connected by a hinge joint coupled with articulated steering system (ASS).
The ASS is made possible with extension and retraction of one/two double acting hydraulic cylinders mounted between two body sections of the LHD machine. It facilitates comparatively larger degree of turn with smaller radius of curvature and provides the advantage of the reduced gap between the paths of the wheel trajectories followed. It also provides extra degree of freedom (DOF) in selection of the directions needed to configure the required area. This enables better maneuverability of the vehicle in narrow and constrained road conditions of the underground mines. 14 Figure 4 depicts the degree of turn for an LHD machine while undergoing a sharp turn.
Major types of ASS are developed with the help of different types of steering controlled methods and are shown in Figure 5 .
Direction control valve (DCV)-controlled ASS is a basic mechanism which was employed in the earlier stages of LHD machine. 15 It is operated through a lever, where the desired path profile is obtained inaccurately due to manual operation of the DCV. This led to poor control and inefficient operation of the machine.
For efficient control and stability of the vehicle, a new design of steering mechanism was developed in 1961 using orbitrol valve. 16 The orbitrol valve is a combination of the rotary servo valve and the gerotor element. Figure 6 shows the internal arrangement and fluid flows direction inside the valve in neutral condition and when steering wheel is rotated in counterclockwise direction. Steering wheel over the steering column is connected to the gerotor element through the gear mechanism. The spool and sleeve having multiple ports on both of it is arranged over the steering columns and plays a key role in changing the fluid flow direction. In neutral case, supply port will directly linked up with the tank port so that no extra flow enters into the steering cylinders. When steering wheel is rotated, the ports on spool align with the supply port of the gerotor element and sleeve ports with the tank port. Rotation of the steering wheel causes rotation of the gerotor element, which in turn aligns with the service ports of the steering cylinders. The direction of the fluid flow depends on the direction of rotation of the steering wheel. The gerotor element displaces a fixed amount of pressurized fluid to the steering cylinders in each rotation. In this way, the flow entering into the steering cylinders is indirectly linked up with the torque applied at the steering wheel.
Ro¨sth et al. 17 developed a mathematical relation between applied steering wheel torque and the valve displacement by lumping the multiple orifices in the valves into wheat stone bridge representation. Proca and Keyhani. 18 attempted the dynamic analysis of the hydraulic PSS using orbitrol valve. It was concluded that performance of the power steering valve primarily depends on the metering orifice area and torsion bar angle. Vasile et al. 19 carried out research on steadystate behavior of the orbitrol valve used in HPS system. The mathematical modeling and experimental results illustrated that the pressure sensitivity of the steering valve is of great importance, where the stability and the precision are concerned primarily. HSS with the orbitrol valve facilitates easier operation, low input torque, lesser steering linkages and higher steering comfort to the operator. It also offers higher steering torque and efficient control over the DCV-controlled steering mechanism. Zardin et al. 20 investigated the steering performance of an HSS with orbitrol valve in AMEsim platform. Working and flow characteristics of the orbitrol valve have been analyzed in detail and verified experimentally. Also, the influence of orbitrol valve design parameters on steering wheel torque needed to perform the desired operation has been analyzed experimentally.
Many research works have been carried out on the orbitrol valve-controlled steering mechanism for load sensing steering system, load reaction steering system and so on. Different types of steering circuits like load sensing (LS) static and load sensing (LS) dynamic steering system using different valves line integral pressure relief valve, priority valve and flow amplification valves have also been developed for different applications.
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In general, the orbitrol valve-controlled steering mechanism is widely used to steer the LHD machine.
Furthermore, the substitution of normal DCV by the proportional DCV in the ASS steering mechanism facilitates effective control of the fluid flow through the steering cylinders. 22 However, the pressure drop across the proportional DCV or the orbitrol valve is high and it leads to inefficient operation. This demerit can be overcome using displacement-controlled (DC) bidirectional pump in a closed-loop configuration. The omission of intermediate valve provides energy efficient operation. Comparative study on energy-saving analysis of the conventional orbitrol valve-controlled steering system with DC steering system was carried out by Daher and Ivantysynova. 23 The experimental results show that DC-controlled steering is more energy efficient than the conventional steering mechanism method. This method has not yet been employed in the LHD machine which is an open area of research.
Effective controlling parameters of different articulated steering mechanisms mentioned above provides better scope for its automation. Furthermore, these conventional steering systems in LHD will be coupled with the autonomous driving methods to develop fully automated steering system.
Modeling of the LHD steering system
This section provides information about some of the literary works related to mathematical modeling of the steering system of the LHD machine. Modeling of the LHD steering system comprises modeling of the mechanical block and the hydraulic block. Mechanical block consists of the steering wheel, steering column, wheel tires, vehicle front and rear parts and articulated joint. Hydraulic block consists of the power source, hydraulic pump, orbitrol valve (steering valve) and steering actuators. The torque provided by the steering column controls the flow in the orbitrol valve and in turn controls the flow entering into the actuators. To study the performance of the HSS, Gu¨ltekin et al. 24 developed a simulation model using orbitrol valve by integrating the hydraulic part of the model developed in MATLAB/Simulink platform with mechanical linkages developed on SimMechanics toolbox.
Modeling of the hydraulic, kinetic and kinematic behavior of the front end loader is given by Roskam and Dobkowitz. 25 Hydraulic parts of the steering system are modeled with the help of pressure and flow equations across the DCV and actuator and its mechanical parts using Lagrange equation. Daher and Ivantysynova. 26 modeled the articulated steering of the LHD machine to estimate the yaw rate only by measuring articulated steering angle and vehicle speed. Hydraulic subsystem is modeled based on the mathematical equations of pressure and flow characteristics and dynamic modeling of the mechanical subsystem of the articulated LHD is made using Lagrange's equation. By integrating both the hydraulic and mechanical subsystems, state-space equations are formed to express the steering system of the LHD vehicle in mathematical form.
To improve the precision of the steering system model of the LHD machine, Meng et al. 27 proposed fusion modeling method using its kinematics and dynamics. The complete kinematic steering model based on geometric relations, dynamic steering model considering forces acting at the each component and modeling of hydraulic subsystem using pressure flow equations of the articulated LHD vehicle has been developed. A 60 ton articulated LHD vehicle is considered and similar model has been developed on Automatic Dynamic Analysis of the Mechanical Systems (ADAMS) software and the results of steadystate yaw rate error and steering performance results have been compared. The fusion modeling method gives best accurate results and also very helpful in further studying of driving stability and automatic steering control of the vehicle.
All the above literatures focused only on the aspects of steering performance of the ASS and not focused on the complete automation of the LHD machine steering system. Few literatures on semi-automation of the LHD are discussed in the subsequent sections. They are clubbed with the elements of complete automation to propose the efficient automatic steering system of the LHD machine.
Development stages for automatic steering system of the LHD machine
This section provides basic idea about sequence of operations which takes place when automation is deployed and key elements required to perform the sequence of operations.
SPPA cycle
Development of an autonomous driving vehicle requires cyclic flow of information in a closed-loop system known as SPPA cycle, which is shown in Figure 7 . The cycle relates the gathering of data based on physical variables using different sensors (sense), interpretation of the received data from the sensors (perceive), selection of feasible trajectories that the vehicle needs to follow (plan) and controlling the vehicle to follow the desired trajectory (act). 28 The basic requirements for automation of LHD machine is a combination of cognitive driving intelligence and a basic vehicle platform. Cognitive driving intelligence possesses all the hardware and software components required to navigate and control the vehicle. Navigation is the process of ascertaining one's actual position, planning and following a route. Controllers deployed on the vehicle regulate the steering parameters such as steering angle, steering rate and vehicle speed. These two aspects are made possible with the use of data obtained from the sensors. The components of cognitive driving intelligence are positioning and navigation sensors, tele-communication and electronic devices, path planning algorithms and controlling software. Basic vehicle platform is the body of the vehicle where the cognitive driving intelligence components have been arranged. Based on the SPPA cycle, these cognitive driving intelligence components are divided into key elements for automatic steering of the vehicle. The review on the key elements required for automatic steering system of the LHD machine is explained in the subsequent section. 
Key elements for automatic steering system of the LHD machine
The whole autonomous driving action follows SPPA cycle sequence of operations. Different types of sensors, localization methods, path planning algorithms and path tracking controlling methods are the key elements to perform sequence of operations for automatic steering of an offroad driving vehicle. Table 1 depicts the list of key elements for an autonomous off-road driving vehicle. 29, 30 Sensors. Sensors are the sophisticated devices that detect the changes in environment and convert the physical data into electronic signals. Positioning of the sensors over the vehicle body requires an understanding of the vehicle geometry, different types of sensors, number of image processing sensors and its field-ofview (FoV) for guidance information. 31 Sensing is of two types: one sensing the state of the environment (primary sensors or object sensors) and the other sensing the state of the vehicle (secondary sensors or pose sensors). Object sensors are essential for object detection and identification, whereas pose sensors are essential for localization.
Fusion of sensors help the vehicles to understand the map of its environment, localizes itself and detection of objects in its surrounding environment. Fusion of sensors or sensor integration techniques on vehicle platform is of two types: low-level fusion and high-level fusion. Low-level fusion integrates direct fusion of sensory data, whereas integration of sensory data in highlevel fusion is fed through control signals. 32 The data collected from sensors are helpful in navigation, decision making and controlling of the vehicle. Navigation. Navigation achieved by understanding the mine environment with the help of combination of sensors installed over the vehicle is known as infrastructure-less navigation. Autonomous navigation can be achieved by installing infrastructure all over the mine called infrastructure navigation.
For the known outdoor and indoor environment, operation of LHD mostly fits under indoor environment. Basically, navigation system has two approaches: one is Absolute Navigation and the other is Relative Navigation. 33 Absolute navigation includes sensing, path planning, localization and mapping of the autonomous vehicle. Mapping is the process in which vehicle creates map of surrounding environment and localization is determining the real-time position of the vehicle in the map. Hence, infrastructure-less navigation mostly suits under absolute navigation.
The relative navigation does not require the knowledge of mapping. For the autonomous vehicle to move through the environment, it should know where it is relative to the objects in its vicinity. Majorly in case of LHD, it should maintain the constant distance from the side walls of the tunnel. Infrastructure navigation mostly suits under relative navigation. The absolute and relative navigation is made possible with the help of both active type and passive type sensors. The difference between absolute and relative navigation is shown in Table 2 .
Older solutions of infrastructure guidance (relative navigation) solutions like inductive wires, light ropes and reflexive tapes suffer major drawbacks like installation cost, maintenance cost and so on. Hence, in such cases, infrastructure-less guidance solution provides the best possible solution for autonomous navigation of the vehicle.
Localization and mapping with active sensors. Ma¨kelaë t al. 34 developed an infrastructure-less navigation system for LHD machines using encoder with dead reckoning sensors fused with ground RADAR sensors. Table 2 . Difference between absolute and relative navigation.
Absolute navigation
Relative navigation Navigation and guidance are dependent on the localization functions at all times.
Doesn't need pre-defined path.
Navigates according to pre-defined path and blind to its environment.
Uses various types of sensors.
Continuously tracks the path with the reference path.
Opportunistic localization of the vehicle is needed.
Errors are minimized using controllers to avoid collision with the side walls of the tunnel.
Surroundings are observed by appropriate sensors.
Need for collision avoidance system for unexpected obstacles.
Every frame is captured and controls the vehicle based on the sensors information.
Absolute Navigation softwares developed Example: (Sandvik).
Relative navigation softwares developed. Examples: MINEGEM (Caterpillar), SCOOPTRAM (Atlas Copco). Dead reckoning sensors calculate the real-time position of the vehicle with respect to a fixed known position. Direction and speed of the vehicle is calculated using optical gyro and ground RADAR sensors. The error from the dead reckoning sensors can be nullified using artificial beacons method. Installing beacons all over the mines is a difficult task and difficult to maintain. These artificial beacons are expensive and sensitive to dirt, mud and water. Method like SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) algorithm is based on active sensor type localization introduced to construct maps of the surrounding environment by the autonomous vehicle. SLAM algorithm is based on extended Kalman filter (EKF) or particle filtering techniques (FFT). 35 The performance and accuracy with SLAM algorithm is good, but mathematical calculations involved in these algorithms are quite complex.
Curb-based localization is another type of active sensor-based localization based on detection of curb using LIDAR sensors. LIDAR sensors coupled with tilting mechanism have been proposed by Neumann et al. 36 for accurate three-dimensional (3D) environment maps. It was discussed that the controller system runs in two modes: stop and go scanning and continuous scanning. They concluded that continuous scanning mode produces more accurate results compared to earlier mode.
Advantage with active sensor-based localization is that they can estimate the underlying distance of the objects easily and produces accurate results. But the disadvantage with the active sensors is high energy consumption and very expensive.
Localization and mapping with passive sensors. Localization with passive sensors includes Camera, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver and the Inertial Navigation Sensors (INS). GNSS provides accuracy of 0.1 m, which is very large for navigation purpose of the autonomous vehicle. It also suffers from problems like non-line of sight (NLOS) and multipath effect. 37 INS system is aided with multiple on-board sensors (accelerometers, gyroscope, speedometer) coupled with dead reckoning, which provides very accurately relative position of the vehicle in very short time. But the accuracy level degrades with time. Hence, to enhance the performance, Kamijo and Tatsuyuki   35 proposed a 3D map-based GNSS method for localization and mapping. They analyzed that further integration of GNSS and INS with vision sensors enhances the precise localization and mapping results.
Localization based on passive sensors used within loader consists of topological localization and metric or grid-based localization. Metric localization indicates where the vehicle is positioned within the tunnel. This provides the longitudinal, lateral and orientation error of the vehicle with the help of sensors installed. The advantages with grid-based localization are easy to build and recognition and facilitates computation of shortest path, whereas topological localization determines the position of the vehicle relative to the landmarks. Advantages with the topological localization permit effective planning and low space complexity as discussed by Thrun. 38 Based on the pros and cons of both the metric and topological localization, implementation of any one localization method does not serve the desired objective. Hence, localization using hybrid map of the mine is developed. The hybrid map augments the topological localization with metric localization.
An experiment to provide robust localization method was conducted by Scheding et al. 33 INS-based dead reckoning sensor fused with GCS Laser scanner is installed on the LHD machine. The sensor is found to be reliable but due to heavy vibrations caused by the motion of the vehicle its accuracy level reduces. In high speed runs, the vehicle appears to detect the single target more than once. Hence, to avoid such problems, localization using stereo vision sensors-based 3D modeling is studied by Se and Jasiobedzki. 39 Stereo imaging is a feature-based localization which recovers the structure of the environment by matching the features identified from the same image. These stereo image sequences are used by the Instant Scene Modeler (iSM) system to generate photorealistic 3D models. This facilitates the situational awareness of the system and models can be used for change detection. Even though absolute navigation produces accurate results, complex algorithms are required to understand the map of the mine. Relative navigation techniques are developed with innovative technology to avoid complex algorithms. Larsson et al. 40 attempted one such technology using laser range finders (LRF) and odometer for metric localization and RFID tags were used for topological localization.
Above studies indicate that acceptable performance is difficult to achieve using only one type of sensor. Hence, for precise localization, integration of sensors provides the best possible solution. Physical data obtained from the active and passive sensors for localization and mapping of the vehicle are the inputs for the path planning algorithms.
Path planning algorithms. Path planning refers to the route which the vehicle should follow from the starting point to the ending point in the configured space. Trajectory planning concerns about the dynamic constraints (inertial forces, torque) or real-time planning of actual constraints (Obstacles geometry, Lane boundaries, Ditches, Gradients and Obstacle avoidance).
Two main components of path planning problem are: world representation of the vehicle, that is, representation of specified configured space (C-space) and algorithm implementation. Representation of configured space is nothing but mapping of the surrounding environment of the vehicle. Efficient map representation should be matched with path planning algorithm to produce smooth and collision free path. Representation of configured space can be broadly classified into two ways: exact representation and discretized representation. Exact representation of space was possible with the use of LASER, ultrasonic and vision sensors employed in case of relative navigation technique, whereas efficient methods for discretized map uses the Regular grids, 38 Quadtrees, Framed Quadtrees methods 41 and Voronoi Diagrams in absolute navigation technique.
Path planning algorithms for absolute navigation. Initial research was focused primarily on feasible paths (i.e. non-optimal) using discretized graph search methods, variational methods and incremental search methods which were shifted to optimal path method.
In case of underground mining, one of the basic criteria for the path planning algorithm is to maintain a safety margin from the side walls of the tunnel. The major path planning algorithms used for off-road vehicles are listed in Table 1 . The idea of finding the shortest path was first developed by Bellman fold Algorithm. But it is very slow in computation. Hence, to overcome this, Dijkstra Algorithm 42 was employed. A* algorithms were more general in approach than Dijkstra algorithm. A* algorithms are specially proposed for specific requirements related to problem associated with un-manned LHD path planning. Path planning of A* algorithm is based on extension of nodes to meet the trajectory characteristics. Improved A* algorithms 43 have been proposed to enhance the efficiency, to keep a constant distance from the side wall of a tunnel and drawn comparison with the traditional A* algorithm in applications where GPS navigation is used for autonomous vehicle guidance, it is preferable to integrate INS system with the use of extended Kalman filters (EKF). 44 Main advantage with EKF approach is its ability to circumvent moving obstacles even with non-linear dynamics. 45 Other several path planning algorithms like road map approach for shortest path planning, cell decomposition approach for optimal path planning and combination of approaches have been proposed for efficient path planning algorithms. 46 However, utilization of absolute navigation is restricted in underground mining due to high cost of positioning devices and mine map needs to be updated in real time according to the variation in depth of mining environment.
Path planning algorithms for relative navigation. As discussed in the previous sections, on-board sensors provide required information for the autonomous navigation. It does not require any information about the pre-defined paths and the surrounding environment. Braunstingl et al. 47 proposed a relative navigation unit which uses ultrasonic sensors for general perception. Genetic algorithm (GA) has also been employed on the LHD vehicle for relative navigation to maintain a minimum constant distance from side walls of the tunnel. Xu et al. 48 developed autonomous localization of the vehicle using ultrasonic and camera sensors. Ultrasonic sensors provide advantages of small chip, high accuracy and good performance in complex environments. Also the barcodes tagged on the side walls of the tunnel at certain intervals provide the artificial landmarks.
Sensors like stereo-vision cameras, ultrasonic sensors and LASER range finders are mounted on the LHD operating in the underground mines, which provides a 3D view of the tunnel curvature, lateral and longitudinal orientation off-set. 49 The data obtained from these sensors can be processed by Hough Transformation which is a simple mathematical tool used for image segmentation of artificial vision applications. It is quite robust and even if data varies non-linearly, it is still possible to seek a linear transformation. Main disadvantage is that computational complexity is too large and computational cost is linear with number of obstacles. 50 Artificial potential fields (APF) and neural networks (NN) are the two other methods which can be efficiently employed for relative navigation. APF approach has been developed by Khatib et al. 51 In this approach, vehicle experiences attractive force toward goal position and repulsive forces from obstacles. Potential field is minimum at the set goal position. Vehicle path planning takes place by following negative potential experiencing because of gradients. This method faces major drawback in situations like when goal is placed near to obstacle (experiences large repulsive force), at points where robot experiences a net zero force (local minima) and not suitable to generate optimal path. Simulated annealing method has been developed to avoid such type of problem. 52 Kroumov and Yu 53 addressed the problems related to generating optimal paths with the help of neural networks. Modified pulse-coupled neural network (MPCNN) is a real-time system which constructs a grid-based map by processing images captured using vision camera sensors. MPCNN plans the optimal path planning algorithm and is best suited in cases where autonomous vehicle generally needs to perform the repeated actions. 54 The method for finding the optimal path way of a non-linear model is explained by Bhattacharjee and Khan. 55 Path tracking and control. Once the planned trajectory is generated by the path planning algorithm, there is a need to track the path which the vehicle is following. Path tracking is concerned with how close the vehicle is following the reference path to get collision free trajectory in the complex environment. It determines the steering angle, steering angle rate and speed settings of the LHD machine needed to follow the reference path based on the kineto-dynamic model of the machine. 56 The machine model is used to select and train the suitable controller. Thus, the controller allows the machine to follow the referred path. Accuracy of the vehicle path tracking depends on the efficient performance of the controller.
Path tracking is of two types: geometric path tracking and state trajectory tracking. Geometric path tracking of the wheeled vehicles were based on a guide point (the vehicle is assumed to be a point) of the vehicle and its tracking criteria is defined. In case of an LHD machine, path tracking is different when compared to conventional systems because of its movement in both forward and reverse directions. By considering the guide point at different positions on the LHD vehicle (like mid-point of the front axle, mid-point of the rear axle, geometric center), the path tracking error is calculated using different types of sensors. 57, 58 In case of vehicles where the models are not linearizable, relevant path tracking design controllers technique has been explained in Bolzern et al. 59 Bushnell et al. 60 explained the problems associated while considering the articulation joint as the guide point. Hemami and Polotski 61 in their work calculated the angular and positional errors of the LHD vehicle based on tangent linearization concept of the error dynamic equations by assuming curvature of the path as disturbance. In all the above cases, criterion is based only on selection of single point and does not consider the off-tracking error arising due to parts of the vehicle other than selection point with respect to the path.
To avoid the problems due to single point assumption, Altafini 62 in his article explained the criteria for path tracking of the LHD machine considering two points (mid-point of both axles) on it using two different moving frames simultaneously. Control laws for system stabilization have been developed using state trajectory rather than using geometric path tracking method. 63 State trajectory method considers kinematic and dynamic analysis of the vehicle. Corresponding to the kinematic or dynamic analysis or both, velocity and the steering angle of the vehicle are the major parameters that need to be controlled. Detailed literature review on the path tracking methods can be referred from Watzenig and Horn. 64 Controlling methods. Control system improves stability, accuracy and response speed as it mainly focuses on design and analysis of the system. For automatic steering, the design of appropriate controllers is also a challenging task. The role of the controller is to control the vehicle in both lateral and longitudinal directions. It stabilizes the reference path or the planned trajectory by minimizing the modeling error and other forms of uncertainty.
For the implementation of any controller, the state or behavior of the autonomous vehicle or the path to be followed should be expressed in the mathematical form using kinematic/dynamic equations. Kinematic equations are expressed in terms of error forms and dynamic equations are expressed in terms of traction forces acting on the vehicle. The detailed kinematic analysis of an LHD machine is given by Ridely and Corke. 65 and the dynamic analysis by Dragt et al. 66 DeSantis 67 proposed a controller based on both kinematic and dynamic analyses for path tracking of an LHD machine. The structure for this controller is given by longitudinal and angular velocities through kinematic analysis and is followed by dynamic analysis providing propulsion and steering angle requirements, as shown in Figure 10 . Table 3 displays some literature works of automatic steering control of the LHD machine where the nonlinear system models were transformed into linear models and steering controller has been developed.
In all the above cases, non-linear equations are deduced and these non-linear equations are linearized. Different types of linear type steering controllers are developed to control the LHD vehicle. These transformed equations are unable to provide satisfactory results and exact transformation of non-linear systems into linear systems is not possible always. Slippage of the wheels and practical mine surface conditions are not considered in any of the above literary works.
Hence, to address these above problems, non-linear controllers like model predictive controller (MPC), sliding mode controller (SMC), fuzzy logic controller (FLC) and artificial neural networks (ANN) provide the best possible solutions. The applications of nonlinear controller for the automatic steering control are discussed in the important literatures tabulated in Table 4 .
Steering control using data recording methods. As the underground environment is highly complex, by considering all the factors, mathematical modeling of the LHD machine using kinematic and dynamic equations is very complex. FLC and ANN are adaptive in nature and hence can be used as an alternative approach for both path planning algorithm and as a controller. They can further be used simultaneously with other controllers like proportional integral derivative (PID), MPC and SMC. Braunstingl et al. 47 proposed a wall following Steele et al. 69 developed a simulation model and scalemodel of the LHD machine and ultrasonic sensors were used for navigation. LHD vehicle is modeled as a second-order system and other two parameters are steering angle and radius of curvature. This non-linear system is linearized by applying small angle approximation and PID controller has been applied.
(continued)
robot controlled by FLC optimized by genetic algorithm. An autonomous vehicle is controlled to maintain a constant distance from the wall based on online generated data using FLC and has been proposed by Juang et al. 76 An automated driver prototype has been developed by Pasquier et al. 77 using self-organizing fuzzyneural based controller. The simulator has been used in human pilot operating mode and data regarding velocity and steering angle have been recorded with different road scenarios. Neural networks are used to cluster the data and extract a fuzzy rule. This rule has been validated in autopilot mode using the simulator.
Recently Dou et al. 78 proposed a novel relative navigation method based on available space around the mining vehicle. This relative space method (RSM) is a self-organizing and a competitive neural network used to identify the space around the vehicle. A similar type of articulated model was proposed by Guang Shi et al. 79 using H-N controller equipped with back propagation neural network (BPNN). Vehicle controllability based on application of different controllers has been given by Paden et al. 80 From the above literature made on the automation of steering system and part of different controllers employed in off-road vehicles, it can be concluded that non-linear controllers like SMC, MPC, FLC and ANN are efficient to reduce the path tracking errors. FLC can be considered as the best suitable controller due to ease in its application, whereas MPC gives more accurate results using adaptive control to consider the effects owing to sliding of the wheel drives. The SMC is robust and provides the most accurate results than MPC; however, the SMC controller degrades when steering angle gets saturated. Hence, the development of an effective controller is crucial for automatic steering of an LHD vehicle.
The above section collectively provides the complete information regarding the basic elements of autonomously driven off-road vehicle. Some of the case studies related to practical implementation of fully automated Nayl et al. 72 analyzed the effect of the kinematic parameters of an LHD vehicle based on simulated model using MPC. The current state of vehicle motion, measured velocity and next target points on the reference trajectory and the error coordinates are calculated using on-board sensory system and path planning algorithm. The error coordinates are fed to MPC to control the articulated steering angle. Existence of the side-slip angles has significant effect on vehicles path tracking capability. Nayl et al. 73 considered the effect varying side-slip angles and incorporated in the error dynamic model of the articulated LHD vehicle. Using varying slip angles as the switching rule, switching MPC is employed for steering control of the articulated LHD vehicle. Lenian et al. 74 developed an integrated approach of adaptive and predictive controller. Predictive controller has been employed for the non-linear system equations based on reference path geometry and adaptive controller is used for inclusion of sliding parameters. Experimental results are validated with the simulation results and the controller proposed was suitable even for high speeds and uneven terrains.
(continued) steering LHD in underground mines are discussed below.
Case studies on automation of steering system of the LHD machine
In the previous sections, inputs from the published literatures on the automation of steering system of the LHD machine have been discussed. In this section, case studies pertaining to the LHD steering automation employed on actual LHD equipment in underground mines are discussed.
Case study 1
Roberts et al. 81 developed an autonomous navigation method based on relative navigation technique. They implemented relative navigation technique on 30 ton LHD machine. The machine is driven with weak localization while moving straight, only at intersections the vehicle has to decide its path. The nodal map of the mine can be constructed with the help of traditional map or it can be constructed by operating the vehicle and observing the environment. The nodes are identical to junctions represented by circle and these nodes are joined by straight lines, that is, segments. The automation architecture consists of five layers as shown in Table 5 .
Case study 2
Larsson et al. 82 developed fast, reliable and robust infrastructure-less auto-tramming system called Scoop Tram. They focused on robust localization method that fuses data from various sensors to determine localization and positioning of the vehicle with respect to selfgenerated metric map of the underground mine. This technology was first integrated and tested on Atlas Copco ST 1010C LHD machine of 10 ton vehicle capacity. The automation architecture consists of three steps given in Table 6 . Nayl et al. 75 experimentally evaluated the performance of SMC controller using a small scale fully realistic articulated LHD model through multiple scenarios. The results depicted that SMC provides the most accurate results for path tracking purposes.
MPC: model predictive controller; LHD: load haul dump; GPS: Global Positioning System; RTK: real time kinematic. Table 5 . Structural layers of autonomous navigation method.
Layer Function
Cognitive driving intelligence (software platform) Strategic
Interprets the machine and estimates the approximated position of the vehicle on real-time basis. Determines the driving and turning strategies. Tactical Keeps a fixed distance from the side walls of the tunnel.
Operational
Controls the steering inputs to the machine low-level input signal that regulates different functions like throttling, braking, hydraulic cylinder positioning, etc. Vehicle platform (Hardware) Remote Low level receives inputs from the software platform and is fed to the vehicle. Vehicle
The vehicle will perform the action based on the input signal.
Challenges with automation of LHD machine
Based on the above literature survey inputs from the academicians, researchers and leading manufacturers, developing a fully autonomous off-road vehicle is a challenging task. Some of the challenges for automation of the LHD vehicle is explained below:
Positioning of the vehicle. Positioning of the vehicle in underground mining conditions for autonomous steering operation is very much necessary. Dead reckoning sensors and INS are used for positioning of the vehicle in underground mines so far. But still a robust positioning system is needed to co-exist with all other communication applications which should not be interfered with or by other sensors.
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Signal processing and communicating in underground mine environment. Like the human operator, the autonomous vehicle should be able to respond to all types of signals like vision, sound and vibrations level of the surrounding environment. Generally, wireless sensor network need to communicate to guide the vehicle, any delay in propagation of the signal, varying signal strength and interference will affect the performance very severely. 84 Communication technologies play a vital role in the automation part of the vehicle. For this, Guenther and Salow 85 proposed set of sensors required for lateral and longitudinal situational awareness of the vehicle. Even though high end wireless sensors are used, still there is lot to improve in underground mining conditions due to high uneven surface irregularities, heavy dust and improper lighting system makes difficult to communicate in a better way. Maintaining constant distance from the side walls/ collision avoidance. First and foremost basic criteria of automated steering system of the LHD machine is to maintain a fixed distance from the side walls of the underground mine tunnel.
In the mentioned literatures, 76, 77 above the LHD vehicle is made to maintain constant distance from the side walls of the tunnel and the condition is fulfilled with different control strategies. But these conditions may not be sufficient when the vehicle is having narrow sharp turns. Hence, there is a need to develop a condition to maintain the vehicle a constant distance from the side walls of the tunnel under all practical situations.
Location of loading and dumping points. Very scant literatures are available regarding the vehicle's ability to locate the loading and dumping points by itself or designing of such type of vehicles. Since for an autonomous vehicle, every function needs to be operated by its own. From the above literature survey, it has been deduced that using ANN and other navigation techniques, a vehicle model has been developed to stop at the specific point to perform the required action (either dumping or loading). But proper formulation for locating the loading and dumping points is still not achieved satisfactorily.
Modeling of the vehicle and path tracking controller. The literature survey made on the modeling of the kineto-dynamic LHD machine 65, 66, 74 developed the model of the LHD machine. However, they could not incorporate the effect of variation of slip, tire friction coefficient, surface properties and so forth on the steer ability of the LHD machine. Hence, developing a mathematical model to satisfy the actual conditions of the vehicle is a challenging task. Also design and selection of appropriate controller for automatic steering system of the LHD vehicle and its validation in practical is a needful task. Vehicle stability analysis. Rough terrains, vehicle speed, tire-ground interaction, varying gradients, surface irregularities and loader geometry are the factors that need to be considered for the vehicle stability analysis and whole body vibration exposure of the vehicle. The steering and vehicle speed rates are difficult to control under such conditions. The whole body vibration analysis on the LHD machine is given by Desrosiers. 86 Research on lateral stability and roll over mechanism of wheel loader was given by Li et al. 87 Lateral stability of one ZL50 wheel loader dynamic model was analyzed considering 7 degrees of freedom (DOF). The analysis The data collected in teaching step is processed and converts into a format suitable for use by the control algorithms. This suitable output format is referred as a route profile which contains information about the sequence of path that vehicle has to follow along with the pause points (e.g. for dumping/loading material). Playback
In this step, the data from the route profile step are used by navigation and guidance algorithms to estimate longitudinal, lateral, heading, and vehicle speed errors at discrete instants. The control system then minimizes these errors and allows the vehicle to follow the profiled path at the desired speed.
LHD: load haul dump.
inferred that the relative rotation between sub-frame and rear axle causes sudden loss in stability of wheel loader. Yin et al. 88 proposed an alternative performance measure dynamic rollover threshold (DRT) for assessing roll stability limits of off-road vehicles by considering tires interaction with the terrain roughness. Zhu et al. 89 proposed steady-state margin (SSM) angle as another stability indicator to measure the lateral stability of the wheel loaders. SSM angle was described in detail and a simulation analysis has been carried out on ADAMS software. SSM angle changes with variation in tire parameters have also been studied. Hence, it is clear that changes in tire properties greatly influence the roll over stability of off-road vehicles.
Hence, the design of automatic steering system based on the conditions that satisfy the vehicle stability analysis and vibration analysis is a challenging task.
Reliability and performance of installed electronic instruments. One of the major problems that may arise is the frequent failure of the electronic components like sensors. Because the autonomous operation is mostly based on sensor configurations, which should be accurate, robust and least affected by the surrounding environment. This is due to the fact that favorable conditions assist the sensors to perform very well and provide accurate results. Also, the underground mine conditions degrade the performance of the electronic instruments like the accuracy, response time, residual life and the reliability. Hence, proper preventive maintenance, testing, diagnosis and analysis techniques to verify the reliability and performance of the installed instrumentation are highly recommended. 90 Because of the said factors, the aim of accomplishing the complete automatic steering system of the LHD machine will be a cumbersome task. Economic feasibility. Highly qualified interdisciplinary skills are required to develop, analyze and implement these complex automation technologies. Initial cost setup may be high because of additional accessories mounted over the vehicle. In cases, where cost required for automation is more than manually operating mode, association with automation is not preferable. Hence, economic feasibility is also a deciding factor. Other factors. Above all the factors are majorly focused on automatic steering of the LHD vehicle. Below mentioned are the some of the challenges mentioned briefly about the other automatic functions of the LHD machine.
Significant practical problems may arise due to incompatibleness, as it is difficult to fit the new installed accessories with the old existing equipment. 91 Ore production, flexibility to control performance, wear and tear of the wheels can be greatly enhanced with the automated LHDs. But maintenance aspects and issues that make application of automatic steering of the LHDs restricted only to large mines are explained in the literature. 16 However, it is a well-known fact that the advantages and disadvantages exist with almost every process. Industrial association with automation is beneficial and preferable till it is economical, increases production rate, enhances machine efficiency and saves human life in harsh environment.
Gaps in present research area
From this extensive literature survey on autonomous off-road vehicles, the findings in view of research gap are presented below:
Till now only prototype models were designed, fully automated steering system of the LHD machine is not yet employed so far. Hence, there is a need to learn about more practical problems that can encounter upon deployment of automatic LHDs in underground mining. Many literature depicted different types of path planning algorithms and different types of controllers but only a few study focused on making a comparison about best suitable controller or the path planning algorithm under some specified conditions. GPS sensor cannot be employed in underground mines. Hence, development of robust positioning system for automatic positioning of the LHD machine is needed. 83 There is a need to consider problems related to vehicle vibration analysis, stability analysis and reliability of the sensors. Stability analysis of automatic vehicle is a current topic of research. 92 Very scant literatures are found proposing about the change in design of LHD steering system which may be desired for autonomous LHD compared to the manual operated LHD. For example, steering wheel is not necessary if the vehicle is fully automated. Controlling part considers only the steering part of the vehicle and does not consider about optimization and energy saving of other controlling elements of the hydraulic system like steering cylinders. In-depth study about tires construction, variation parameters and their contribution to vehicle stability need to be analyzed. 93 Different types of controllers designed were based on user-defined road conditions. Practical road conditions, surface roughness and gradients of underground mines may vary. The surface irregularities and the change in gradient of the underground mining paths are very much uncertain. However, the maximum range of variation of the irregularities can be pre-fixed to train the controller.
Need to consider dynamic equations and vehicle inertia for predictive controller to get more accurate results. There is a need to study the performance of the controllers when equipped together to optimize the system and to get accurate results.
Based on the thorough literature review on automatic steering system of the LHD vehicle, the possible solutions for development of automatic steering systems are discussed in the subsequent section.
Possible solutions for automatic steering system of an LHD machine As the article is mainly focused on automatic steering of the LHD machine, four possible solutions are provided in the section which may fulfill the existing gaps in the said area. These possible solutions describe about the necessary changes in basic steering circuit mechanism for fully automated steering of the LHD vehicle.
The solutions provided do not bother about the path planning algorithm. These solutions are purely focused on the automatic control of the steering system only. Steering angle rate is controlled by controlling the position of the steering actuator and vehicle velocity using error coordinates of the vehicle. For the entire load cycle, the cylinder position based on real-time analysis can be recorded with the help of data recorder using sensors like LVDT or using ANN algorithms. Once the desired cylinder position is determined for the entire cycle, the error signal is calculated using the algebraic summation of desired position and actual position of the cylinder. The error signal is fed to the suitable controller to nullify the error. Thus, with the help of steering controller, the cylinder position is controlled in desired manner. Each solution provided below control the position of the actuator piston by controlling the flow entering into the actuator in a different way.
Solution 1
In this mechanism as shown in Figure 20 , the actuation of the steering cylinders is provided with the help of orbitrol valve. This type of mechanism is commonly employed in LHD machine but the required torque input is provided manually. In order to make the system automatic, stepper motor arrangement is provided to supply the required torque to the orbitrol valve. The estimated steering angle is expressed in terms of the steering actuator position. Vehicle guidance controller provides the control signal based on the heading data and required steering actuator position data to the stepper motor. Based on the error signal, the required output torque will be generated by the stepper motor. According to the rotation provided by the stepper motor, certain fixed flow is supplied to the steering cylinder to maintain the desired piston position. 94 The proposed arrangement will provide automatic controlling of the steering system based on position data, estimated data and steering angle. Also, the response time of the stepper motor is very less and thus very effective in achieving the desired position of the cylinder. However, the cylinder actuation is very smooth. Figure 21 shows the basic automatic steering mechanism of an LHD vehicle using proportional DCV. Based on the error signal, the flow which is entering into the steering cylinders is controlled with the help of proportional DCV. By controlling the flow, the actuation of steering cylinders is made possible in a controlled manner. In this way, the steering angle rate of the LHD vehicle is controlled automatically. The performance of the automatic steering system depends on the type of steering controller employed. 22 The response time of the proposed automatic steering arrangement is very less. This is due to the fact that the response time of the cylinder connected with 4/3, closed centered directional control valve is very less and hence provides excellent control accuracy of the steering cylinder. Also, the leakage losses across the steering cylinder are negligible, even under long operation period. This leads to almost zero slip of the cylinder, even during higher rate of cylinder actuation under varying steering load condition.
Solution 2

Solution 3
In this steering mechanism, variable displacement pump (VDP) is used in closed loop and the error is directly fed to the pump via controller as depicted in Figure 22 . As discussed earlier, controlling the flow near the pump minimizes the loss than controlling the flow using any type of valves. This type of mechanism may serve its purpose in a better way. But the steering performance need to be evaluated and has to be compared with the other existing steering mechanisms. 23 The proposed steering system design offers comparatively more energy-efficient operation. This is due to the absence of the intermediate control valves which cause pressure drop. Also, the flow rate into the cylinder is controlled by controlling the fluid flow rate discharged by the main pump, which leads to generation of hydraulic power as desired by the steering cylinder. However, the response time of the pump controlled actuation system is slower as compared to that of the DCV-controlled system.
Solution 4
The flow entering into the cylinder can be directly controlled either by controlling the displacement of the pump or by controlling the variable speed of the motor. Figure 23 shows that the error signal is fed to variable frequency drive (VFD) to control the speed of the electric motor, which controls the flow entering into the cylinder to achieve desired actuation of the cylinder. 95 The proposed steering system design exhibits the most energy efficient operation when compared to the other proposed solutions under same loading conditions, that is, maximum range of variation of steering force within 0-50 kN. However, the response speed in terms of bandwidth frequency of the system is very poor, which will be overcome by suitable design and selection of the controller.
Conclusion and future scope
This article has presented the brief discussion on ASS, different steering mechanisms involved and the level of automation so far in a typical off-road vehicle such as an LHD machine. The key elements required for automation of the steering system was exaggerated and pointed out the related works carried out till date in an LHD machine. Based on the thorough literature survey, the challenges and the existing research gaps have been highlighted. The possible methods have been provided to overcome these challenges in making fully automated steering system for an LHD machine. The automatic steering system with stepper motor control provides a new design steering system of the LHD machine. Also, the output from the stepper motor can be controlled effectively. The experimental setup considered for the present analysis is under development in the laboratory and the results will be analyzed experimentally. The other solutions provide the energy-saving hydraulic circuit arrangement along with the effective automatic control of the LHD steering system.
Research work is never ending process; hence, it always includes the future scope. Future work may include a novel autonomous system architecture to be developed which includes factors like variation in the vehicle speed and surface irregularities with appropriate suitable controller. A comparison between the different types of controller performance among the given possible automatic steering mechanism has to be drawn on the basis of pre-assumed environmental conditions. Vehicle stability analysis using dynamic equations under different surface gradients is a notable issue. The results of mine productivity due to vehicle automation and reliability of the fully automated LHD vehicle have to be compared with manually operated and remoteoperated LHD vehicle.
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